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Until recently, research in speech perception and speech production has largely
focused on the search for psychological and phonetic evidence of discrete, abstract,
context-free symbolic units corresponding to phonological segments or phonemes.
Despite this common conceptual goal and intimately related objects of study,
however, research in these two domains of speech communication has progressed
more or less independently for more than 60 years. In this article, we present
an overview of the foundational works and current trends in the two fields,
specifically discussing the progress made in both lines of inquiry as well as the
basic fundamental issues that neither has been able to resolve satisfactorily so far.
We then discuss theoretical models and recent experimental evidence that point
to the deep, pervasive connections between speech perception and production.
We conclude that although research focusing on each domain individually has
been vital in increasing our basic understanding of spoken language processing,
the human capacity for speech communication is so complex that gaining a full
understanding will not be possible until speech perception and production are
conceptually reunited in a joint approach to problems shared by both modes.  2010
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. WIREs Cogn Sci 2010 1 629–647

Historically, language research focusing on the
spoken (as opposed to written) word has been

split into two distinct fields: speech perception and
speech production. Psychologists and psycholinguists
worked on problems of phoneme perception, whereas
phoneticians examined and modeled articulation and
speech acoustics. Despite their common goal of
discovering the nature of the human capacity for
spoken language communication, the two broad lines
of inquiry have experienced limited mutual influence.
The division has been partially practical, because
methodologies and analysis are necessarily quite
different when aimed at direct observation of overt
behavior, as in speech production, or examination
of hidden cognitive and neurological function, as in
speech perception. Academic specialization has also
played a part, since there is an overwhelming volume
of knowledge available, but single researchers can
only learn and use a small portion. In keeping with
the goal of this series, however, we argue that the
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greatest prospects for progress in speech research over
the next few years lie at the intersection of insights
from research on speech perception and production,
and in investigation of the inherent links between these
two processes.

In this article, therefore, we will discuss the
major theoretical and conceptual issues in research
dedicated first to speech perception and then to
speech production, as well as the successes and
lingering problems in these domains. Then we
will turn to several exciting new directions in
experimental evidence and theoretical models which
begin to close the gap between the two research
areas by suggesting ways in which they may work
together in everyday speech communication and by
highlighting the inherent links between speaking and
listening.

SPEECH PERCEPTION
Before the advent of modern signal processing technol-
ogy, linguists and psychologists believed that speech
perception was a fairly uncomplicated, straightfor-
ward process. Theoretical linguistics’ description of
spoken language relied on the use of sequential strings
of abstract, context-invariant segments, or phonemes,
which provided the mechanism of contrast between
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Typical Yester year

FIGURE 1 | Speech waveform of the words typical and yesteryear as produced by an adult male speaker, representing variations in amplitude
over time. Vowels are generally the most resonant speech component, corresponding to the most extreme amplitude levels seen here. The identifying
formant frequency information in the acoustics is not readily accessible from visual inspection of waveforms such as these.

Typical Yester year

FIGURE 2 | A wide-band speech spectrogram of the same utterance as in Figure 1, showing the change in component frequencies over time.
Frequency is represented along the y-axis and time on the x-axis. Darkness corresponds to greater signal strength at the corresponding frequency
and time.

lexical items (e.g., distinguishing pat from bat).1,2

The immense analytic success and relative ease of
approaches using such symbolic structures led lan-
guage researchers to believe that the physical imple-
mentation of speech would adhere to the segmental
‘linearity condition,’ so that the acoustics correspond-
ing to consecutive phonemes would concatenate like
an acoustic alphabet or a string of beads stretched
out in time. If that were the case, perception of the
linguistic message in spoken utterances would be a
trivial matching process of acoustics to contrastive
phonemes.3

Understanding the true nature of the physical
speech signal, however, has turned out to be far
from easy. Early signal processing technologies, prior
to the 1940s, could detect and display time-varying
acoustic amplitudes in speech, resulting in the familiar
waveform seen in Figure 1. Phoneticians have long
known that it is the component frequencies encoded
within speech acoustics, and how they vary over time,
that serve to distinguish one speech percept from
another, but waveforms do not readily provide access
to this key information. A major breakthrough came
in 1946, when Ralph Potter and his colleagues at
Bell Laboratories developed the speech spectrogram,
a representation which uses the mathematical Fourier
transform to uncover the strength of the speech signal
hidden in the waveform amplitudes (as shown in
Figure 1) at a wide range of possible component
frequencies.4 Each calculation finds the signal strength
through the frequency spectrum of a small time

window of the speech waveform; stringing the results
of these time-window analyses together yields a speech
spectrogram or voiceprint, representing the dynamic
frequency characteristics of the spoken signal as it
changes over time (Figure 2).

Phonemes—An Unexpected Lack
of Evidence
As can be seen in Figure 2, the content of a
speech spectrogram does not visually correspond to
the discrete segmental units listeners perceive in a
straightforward manner. Although vowels stand out
due to their relatively high amplitudes (darkness) and
clear internal frequency structure, reflecting harmonic
resonances or ‘formant frequencies’ in the vocal tract,
their exact beginning and ending points are not
immediately obvious to the eye. Even the seemingly
clear-cut amplitude rises after stop consonant closures,
such as for the [p] in typical, do not directly
correlate with the beginning of a discrete vowel
segment, since these acoustics simultaneously provide
critical information about both the identity of the
consonant and the following vowel. Demarcating
consonant/vowel separation is even more difficult in
the case of highly sonorant (or resonant) consonants
such as [w] or [r].

The simple ‘acoustic alphabet’ view of speech
received another set-back in the 1950s, when Franklin
Cooper of Haskins Laboratories reported his research
group’s conclusion that acoustic signals composed of
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strictly serial, discrete units designed to corresponding
phonemes or segments are actually impossible for
listeners to process at speeds near those of normal
speech perception.5 No degree of signal simplicity,
contrast between units, or user training with the
context-free concatenation system could produce
natural rates of speech perception for listeners.
Therefore, the Haskins group concluded that speech
must transmit information in parallel, through use of
the contextual overlap observed in spectrograms of
the physical signal. Speech does not look like a string
of discrete, context-invariant acoustic segments, and
in order for listeners to process its message as quickly
as they do, it cannot be such a system. Instead, as
Alvin Liberman proposed, speech is a ‘code,’ taking
advantage of parallel transmission of phonetic content
on massive scale through co-articulation3 (see section
‘Variation in Invariants,’ below).

As these discoveries came to light, the ‘speech
perception problem’ began to appear increasingly
insurmountable. On the one hand, phonological evi-
dence (covered in more depth in the ‘Variation in
Invariants’ section) implies that phonemes are a gen-
uine property of linguistic systems. On the other hand,
it has been shown that the acoustic speech signal does
not directly correspond to phonological segments.
How could a listener use such seemingly unhelpful
acoustics to recover a speaker’s linguistic message?
Hockett encapsulated early speech scientists’ bewilder-
ment when he famously likened the speech perception
task to that of the inspector in the following scenario:

Imagine a row of Easter eggs carried along a moving
belt; the eggs are of various sizes, and variously
colored, but not boiled. At a certain point, the
belt carries the row of eggs between two rollers
of a wringer, which quite effectively smash them
and rub more or less into each other. The flow
of eggs before the wringer represents the series of
impulses from the phoneme source; the mess that
emerges from the wringer represents the output of the
speech transmitter. At a subsequent point, we have an
inspector whose task it is to examine the passing mess
and decide, on the basis of the broken and unbroken
yolks, the variously spread out albumen, and the
variously colored bits of shell, the nature of the flow
of eggs which previously arrived at the wringer.

(Ref 1, p. 210)

For many years, researchers in the field of speech
perception focused their efforts on trying to solve this
enigma, believing that the heart of the speech percep-
tion problem lay in the seemingly impossible task of
phoneme recognition—putting the Easter eggs back
together.

Synthetic Speech and the Haskins Pattern
Playback
Soon after the speech spectrogram enabled researchers
to visualize the spectral content of speech acous-
tics and its changes over time, that knowledge was
put to use in the development of technology able
to generate speech synthetically. One of the early
research synthesizers was the Pattern Playback (Fig-
ure 3, top panel), developed by scientists and engi-
neers, including Cooper and Liberman, at Hask-
ins Laboratories.6 This device could take simplified
sound spectrograms like those shown in Figure 3 and
use the component frequency information to pro-
duce highly intelligible corresponding speech acous-
tics. Hand-painted spectrographic patterns (Figure 3,
lower panel) allowed researchers tight experimen-
tal control over the content of this synthetic, very
simplified Pattern Playback speech. By varying its fre-
quency content and transitional changes over time,
investigators were able to determine many of the spe-
cific aspects in spoken language which are essential
to particular speech percepts, and many which are
not.3,6

Perceptual experiments with the Haskins Pattern
Playback and other speech synthesizers revealed, for
example the pattern of complex acoustics that signals
the place of articulation of English stop consonants,
such as [b], [t] and [k].3 For voiced stops ([b],
[d], [g]) the transitions of the formant frequencies
from silence to the vowel following the consonant
largely determine the resulting percept. For voiceless
stops ([p], [t], [k]) however, the acoustic frequency
of the burst of air following the release of the
consonant plays the largest role in identification.
The experimental control gained from the Pattern
Playback allowed researchers to alter and eliminate
many aspects of naturally produced speech signals,
discovering the identities of many such sufficient or
necessary acoustic cues for a given speech percept. This
early work attempted to pair speech down to its bare
essentials, hoping to reveal the mechanisms of speech
perception. Although largely successful in identifying
perceptually crucial aspects of speech acoustics and
greatly increasing our fundamental understanding of
speech perception, these pioneering research efforts
did not yield invariant, context-independent acoustic
features corresponding to segments or phonemes. If
anything, this research program suggested alternative
bases for the communication of linguistic content.7,8

Phoneme Perception—Positive Evidence
Some of the research conducted with the aim of
understanding phoneme perception, however, did
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FIGURE 3 | Top panel: A
diagram of the principles and
components at work in the
Haskins Pattern Playback
speech synthesizer.
(Reprinted with permission
from Ref. 68 Copyright 1951
national Academies of
Science.) Lower panel: A
series of hand-painted
schematic spectrographic
patterns used as input to the
Haskins Pattern Playback in
early research on perceptual
‘speech cues.’ (Reprinted
with permission from Ref. 69
Copyright 1957 American
Institute of Physics.)

lead to results suggesting the reality of psychological
particulate units such as phonemes. For instance, in
some cases listeners show evidence of ‘perceptual con-
stancy,’ or abstraction from signal variation to more
generalized representations—possibly phonemes. Var-
ious types of such abstraction have been found in
speech perception, but we will address two of the
most influential here.

Categorical Perception Effects
Phoneme representations split potential acoustic con-
tinuums into discrete categories. The duration of
aspiration occurring after the release of a stop con-
sonant, for example, constitutes a potential contin-
uum ranging from 0 ms, where vocalic resonance
begins simultaneously with release of the stop, to an

indefinitely long period between the stop release and
the start of the following vowel. Yet stops in English
falling along this continuum are split by native lis-
teners into two functional groups—voiced [b], [d], [g]
or voiceless [p], [t], [k]—based on the length of this
‘voice onset time.’ In general, this phenomenon is not
so strange: perceptual categories often serve to break
continuous variation into manageable chunks.

Speech categories appear to be unique in one
aspect, however, listeners are unable to reliably dis-
criminate between two members of the same category.
That is, although we may assign two different colors
both to the category ‘red,’ we can easily distinguish
between the two shades in most cases. When speech
scientists give listeners stimuli varying along an acous-
tic continuum, however, their discrimination between
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different tokens of the same category (analogous to
two shades of red) is very close to chance.9 They
are highly accurate at discriminating tokens spanning
category boundaries, on the other hand. The combina-
tion of sharp category boundaries in listeners’ labeling
of stimuli and their within-category insensitivity in
discrimination, as shown in Figure 4, appears to be
unique to human speech perception, and constitutes
some of the strongest evidence in favor of robust
segmental categories underlying speech perception.

According to this evidence, listeners sacrifice
sensitivity to acoustic detail in order to make speech
category distinctions more automatic and perhaps
also less subject to the influence of variability. This
type of category robustness is observed more strongly
in the perception of consonants than vowels. Not
coincidentally, as discussed briefly above and in more
detail in the ‘Acoustic Phonetics’ section, below,
the stop consonants which listeners have the most
difficulty discriminating also prove to be the greatest
challenge to define in terms of invariant acoustic
cues.10

Perceptual Constancy
Categorical perception effects are not the only case of
such abstraction or perceptual constancy in speech
perception; listeners also appear to ‘translate’ the
speech they hear into more symbolic or idealized
forms, encoding based on expectations of gender
and accent. Niedzielski, for example, found that
listeners identified recorded vowel stimuli differently
when they were told that the original speaker was
from their own versus another dialect group.11

For these listeners, therefore, the mapping from
physical speech characteristics to linguistic categories
was not absolute, but mediated by some abstract
conceptual unit. Johnson summarizes the results of
a variety of studies showing similar behavior,12

which corroborates the observation that, although
indexical or ‘extra-linguistic’ information such as
speaker gender, dialect, and speaking style are not
inert in speech perception, more abstract linguistic
units play a role in the process as well.

Far from being exotic, this type of ‘percep-
tual equivalence’ corresponds very well with language
users’ intuitions about speech. Although listeners are
aware that individuals often sound drastically differ-
ent, the feeling remains that something holds constant
across talkers and speech tokens. After all, cat is still
cat no matter who says it. Given the signal vari-
ability and complexity observed in speech acoustics,
such consistency certainly seems to imply the influence
of some abstract unit in speech perception, possibly
contrastive phonemes or segments.
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FIGURE 4 | Data for a single subject from a categorical perception
experiment. The upper panel gives labeling or identification data for
each step on a [b]/[g] place-of-articulation continuum. The lower graph
gives this subject’s ABX discrimination data (filled circles) for the same
stimuli with one step difference between pairs, as well as the predicted
discrimination performance (open circles). Discrimination accuracy is
high at category boundaries and low within categories, as predicted.
(Reprinted with permission from Ref. 9 Copyright 1957 American
Psychological Association.)

Phoneme Perception—Shortcomings and
Roadblocks
From the discussion above, it should be evident that
speech perception research with the traditional focus
on phoneme identification and discrimination has
been unable either to confirm or deny the psycho-
logical reality of context-free symbolic units such as
phonemes. Listeners’ insensitivity to stimulus differ-
ences within a linguistic category and their reference
to an abstract ideal in identification support the cog-
nitive role of such units, whereas synthetic speech
manipulation has simultaneously demonstrated that
linguistic percepts simply do not depend on invari-
ant, context-free acoustic cues corresponding to seg-
ments. This paradoxical relationship between signal
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variance and perceptual invariance constitutes one of
the fundamental issues in speech perception research.

Crucially, however, the research discussed until
now focused exclusively on the phoneme as the
locus of language users’ perceptual invariance. This
approach stemmed from the assumption that speech
perception can essentially be reduced to phoneme
identification, relating yet again back to theoretical
linguistics’ analysis of language as sequences of
discrete, context-invariant units. Especially given
the roadblocks and contradictions emerging in the
field, however, speech scientists began to question
the validity of those foundational assumptions. By
attempting to control variability and isolate perceptual
effects on the level of the phoneme, experimenters
were asking listeners to perform tasks that bore little
resemblance to typical speech communication. Interest
in the field began to shift toward the influence of larger
linguistic units such as words, phrases, and sentences
and how speech perception processes are affected by
them, if at all.

Beyond the Phoneme—Spoken Word
Recognition Processes
Both new and revisited experimental evidence readily
confirmed that the characteristics of word-level units
do exert massive influence in speech perception. The
lexical status (word vs non-word) of experimental
stimuli, for example, biases listeners’ phoneme
identification such that they hear more tokens as
[d] in a dish/tish continuum, where the [d] percept
creates a real word, than a da/ta continuum where
both perceptual options are non-words.13 Moreover,
research into listeners’ perception of spoken words has
shown that there are many factors that play a major
role in word recognition but almost never influence
phoneme perception.

Perhaps the most fundamental of these factors
is word frequency: how often a lexical item tends to
be used. The more frequently listeners encounter a
word over the course of their daily lives, the more
quickly and accurately they are able to recognize
it, and the better they are at remembering it in a
recall task (e.g., Refs 14,15). High-frequency words
are more robust in noisy listening conditions, and
whenever listeners are unsure of what they have heard
through such interference, they are more likely to
report hearing a high-frequency lexical item than a
low-frequency one.16 In fact, the effects of lexical
status mentioned above are actually only extreme
cases of frequency effects; phonotactically legal non-
words (i.e., non-words which seem as though they
could be real words) are treated psychologically like
real words with a frequency of zero. Like cockroaches,

these so-called ‘frequency effects’ pop up everywhere
in speech research.

The nature of a word’s ‘lexical neighborhood’
also plays a pervasive role in its recognition. If a word
is highly similar to many other words, such as cat
is in English, then listeners will be slower and less
accurate to identify it, whereas a comparably high-
frequency word with fewer ‘neighbors’ to compete
with it will be recognized more easily. ‘Lexical hermits’
such as Episcopalian and chrysanthemum, therefore,
are particularly easy to recognize despite their low
frequencies (and long durations). As further evidence
of frequency effects’ ubiquitous presence, however,
the frequencies of a word’s neighbors also influence
perception: a word with a dense neighborhood of high-
frequency items is more difficult to recognize than a
word with a dense neighborhood of relatively low-
frequency items, which has weaker competition.17,18

Particularly troublesome for abstractionist
phoneme-based views of speech perception, however,
was the discovery that the indexical properties of
speech (see ‘Perceptual Constancy,’ below) also influ-
ence word recognition. Goldinger, for example, has
shown that listeners are more accurate at word recall
when they hear stimuli repeated by the same versus
different talkers.19 If speech perception were mediated
only by linguistic abstractions, such ‘extra-linguistic’
detail should not be able to exert this influence. In fact,
this and an increasing number of similar results (e.g.,
Ref 20) have caused many speech scientists to aban-
don traditional theories of phoneme-based linguistic
representation altogether, instead positing that lexical
items are composed of maximally detailed ‘episodic’
memory traces.19,21

Conclusion—Speech Perception
Regardless of the success or failure of episodic
representational theories, a host of new research
questions remain open in speech perception. The
variable signal/common percept paradox remains a
fundamental issue: what accounts for the perceptual
constancy across highly diverse contexts, speech styles
and speakers? From a job interview in a quiet room
to a reunion with an old friend at a cocktail party,
from a southern belle to a Detroit body builder, what
makes communication possible? Answers to these
questions may lie in discovering the extent to which
the speech perception processes tapped by experiments
in word recognition and phoneme perception are
related, and uncovering the nature of the neural
substrates of language that allow adaptation to such
diverse situations. Deeply connected to these issues,
Goldinger, Johnson and others’ results have prompted
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us to wonder: what is the representational specificity of
speech knowledge and how does it relate to perceptual
constancy?

Although speech perception research over the
last 60 years has made substantial progress in
increasing our understanding of perceptual challenges
and particularly the ways in which they are not solved
by human listeners, it is clear that a great deal of
work remains to be done before even this one aspect
of speech communication is truly understood.

SPEECH PRODUCTION
Speech production research serves as the comple-
ment to the work on speech perception described
above. Where investigations of speech perception are
necessarily indirect, using listener response time laten-
cies or recall accuracies to draw conclusions about
underlying linguistic processing, research on speech
production can be refreshingly direct. In typical
production studies, speech scientists observe articu-
lation or acoustics as they occur, then analyze this
concrete evidence of the physical speech produc-
tion process. Conversely, where speech perception
studies give researchers exact experimental control
over the nature of their stimuli and the inputs to
a subject’s perceptual system, research on speech
production severely limits experimental control, mak-
ing the investigators observe more or less passively,
whereas speakers do as they will in response to their
prompts.

Such fundamentally different experimental con-
ditions, along with focus on the opposite side of the
perceptual coin, allows speech production research to
ask different questions and draw different conclusions
about spoken language use and speech communica-
tion. As we discuss below, in some ways this ‘divide
and conquer’ approach has been very successful in
expanding our understanding of speech as a whole.
In other ways, however, it has met with many of the
same roadblocks as its perceptual complement and
similarly leaves many critical questions unanswered in
the end.

A Different Approach
When the advent of the speech spectrogram made it
obvious that the speech signal does not straightfor-
wardly mirror phonemic units, researchers responded
in different ways. Some, as discussed above, chose to
question the perceptual source of phoneme intuitions,
trying to define the acoustics necessary and sufficient
for an identifiable speech percept. Others, however,
began separate lines of work aiming to observe the

behavior of speakers more directly. They wanted to
know what made the speech signal as fluid and seam-
less as it appeared, whether the observed overlap and
contextual dependence followed regular patterns or
rules, and what evidence speakers might show in sup-
port of the reality of the phonemic units. In short,
these speech scientists wanted to demystify the puz-
zling acoustics seen on spectrograms by investigating
them in the context of their source.

The Continuing Search
It may seem odd, perhaps, that psychologists, speech
scientists, engineers, phoneticians, and linguists were
not ready to abandon the idea of phonemes as soon
as it became apparent that the physical speech signal
did not straightforwardly support their psychological
reality. Dating back to Panini’s grammatical study of
Sanskrit, however, the use of abstract units such as
phonemes has provided enormous gains to linguistic
and phonological analysis. Phonemic units appear to
capture the domain of many phonological processes,
for example, and their use enables linguists to make
sense of the multitude of patterns and distributions
of speech sounds across the world’s languages. It
has even been argued22 that their discrete, particulate
nature underlies humanity’s immense potential for
linguistic innovation, allowing us to make ‘infinite use
of finite means.’23

Beyond these theoretical gains, phonemes were
argued to be empirically supported by research on
speech errors or ‘slips of the tongue,’ which appeared
to operate over phonemic units. That is, the kinds
of errors observed during speech production, such as
anticipations (‘‘a leading list’’), perseverations (‘pulled
a pantrum’), reversals (‘heft lemisphere’), additions
(‘moptimal number’), and deletions (‘chrysanthemum
p ants’), appear to involve errors in the ordering and
selection of whole segmental units, and always result
in legal phonological combinations, whose domain
is typically described as the segment.24 Without evi-
dence to the contrary, these errors seemed to provide
evidence for speakers’ use of discrete phonological
units.

Although there have been dissenters25 and shifts
in the conception of the units thought to underlie
speech, abstract features, or phoneme-like units of
some type have remained prevalent in the literature. In
light of the particulate nature of linguistic systems, the
enhanced understanding gained with the assumption
of segmental analysis, and the empirical evidence
observed in speech planning errors, researchers were
and are reluctant to give up the search for the basis of
phonemic intuitions in physically observable speech
production.
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Acoustic Phonetics
One of the most fruitful lines of research into
speech production focused on the acoustics of speech.
This body of work, part of ‘Acoustic Phonetics,’
examines the speech signals speakers produce in great
detail, searching for regularities, invariant properties,
and simply a better understanding of the human
speech capacity. Although the speech spectrograph
did not immediately show the invariants researchers
anticipated, they reasoned that such technology would
also allow them to investigate the speech signal at
an unprecedented level of scientific detail. Because
speech acoustics are so complex, invariant cues
corresponding to phonemes may be present, but
difficult to pinpoint.10,26

While psychologists and phoneticians in speech
perception were generating and manipulating syn-
thesized speech in an effort to discover the acoustic
‘speech cues,’ therefore, researchers in speech pro-
duction refined signal processing techniques enabling
them to analyze the content of naturally produced
speech acoustics. Many phoneticians and engineers
took on this problem, but perhaps none has been
as tenacious and successful as Kenneth Stevens of
MIT.

An electrical engineer by training, Stevens took
the problem of phoneme-level invariant classification
and downsized it, capitalizing on the phonological
theories of Jackobson et al.27 and Chomsky and
Halle’s Sound Patterns of English28 which postulated
linguistic units below the level of the phoneme called
distinctive features. Binary values of universal features
such as [sonorant], [continuant], and [high], these
linguists argued, constituted the basis of phonemes.
Stevens and his colleagues thought that invariant
acoustic signals may correspond to distinctive features
rather than phonemes.10,26 Since phonemes often
share features (e.g., /s/ and /z/ share specification for
all distinctive features except [voice]), it would make
sense that their acoustics are not as unique as might
be expected from their contrastive linguistic function
alone.

Stevens, therefore, began a thorough search
for invariant feature correlates that continued until
his retirement in 2007. He enjoyed several notable
successes: many phonological features, it turns out,
can be reliably specified by one or two signal
characteristics or ‘acoustic landmarks.’ Phonolog-
ical descriptors of vowel quality, such as [high]
and [front], were found to correspond closely to
the relative spacings between the first and second
harmonic resonances of the vocal tract (or ‘for-
mants’) during the production of sonorant vowel
segments.10

Articulation Acoustics Percept

Rising transition

Falling transition

Burst at
1440 Hz

d d

pp

k k

FIGURE 5 | Observations from early perceptual speech cue studies.
In the first case, two different acoustic signals (consonant/vowel
formant frequency transitions) result in the same percept. In the latter
case, identical acoustics (release burst at 1440 Hz) result in two
different percepts, depending on the vocalic context. In both cases,
however, perception reflects articulatory, rather than acoustic, contrast.
(Adapted and reprinted with permission from Ref. 29 Copyright 1996
American Institute of Physics.)

Some features, however, remained more difficult
to define acoustically. Specifically, the acoustics
corresponding to consonant place of articulation
seemed to depend heavily on context—the exact same
burst of noise transitioning from a voiceless stop
to a steady vowel might result from the lip closure
of a [p] or the tongue-dorsum occlusion of a [k],
depending on the vowel following the consonant.
Equally problematic, the acoustics signaling the
alveolar ridge closure location of coronal stop [t] are
completely different before different vowels.29 The
articulation/acoustic mismatch, and the tendency for
linguistic percepts to mirror articulation rather than
acoustics, is represented in Figure 5.

Variation in Invariants
Why do listeners’ speech percepts show this dissocia-
tion from raw acoustic patterns? Perhaps the answer
becomes more intuitive when we consider that even the
most reliable acoustic invariants described by Stevens
and his colleagues tend to be somewhat broad, dealing
in relative distances between formant frequencies in
vowels and relative abruptness of shifts in amplitude
and so on. This dependence on relative measures
comes from two major sources: individual differ-
ences among talkers and contextual variation due to
co-articulation. Individual speakers’ vocal tracts are
shaped and sized differently, and therefore they res-
onant differently (just as different resonating sounds
are produced by blowing over the necks of differently
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sized and shaped bottles), making the absolute
formant frequencies corresponding to different vow-
els, for instance, impossible to generalize across
individuals.

Perhaps more obviously problematic, though,
is the second source: speech acoustics’ sensitivity to
phonetic context. Not only do the acoustics cues for
[p], [t], or [k] depend on the vowel following the
stop closure, for example, but because the consonant
and vowel are produced nearly simultaneously, the
identity of the consonant reciprocally affects the
acoustics of the vowel. Such co-articulatory effects
are extremely robust, even operating across syllable
and word boundaries. This extensive interdependence
makes the possibility of identifying reliable invariance
in the acoustic speech signal highly remote.

Although some researchers, such as Stevens,
attempted to factor out or ‘‘normalize’’ these co-
articulatory effects, others believed that they are
central to the functionality of speech communication.
Liberman et al. at Haskins Laboratories pointed
out that co-articulation of consonants and vowels
allows the speech signal to transfer information in
parallel, transmitting messages more quickly than it
could if spoken language consisted of concatenated
strings of context-free discrete units.3 Co-articulation
therefore enhances the efficiency of the system, rather
than being a destructive or communication-hampering
force. Partially as a result of this view, some speech
scientists focused on articulation as a potential key to
understanding the reliability of phonemic intuitions,

rather than on its acoustic consequences. They
developed the research program called ‘articulatory
phonetics,’ aimed at the study of the visible and hidden
movements of the speech organs.

Articulatory Phonetics

Techniques
In many ways articulatory phonetics constitutes as
much of an engineering challenge as a linguistic one.
Because the majority of the vocal tract ‘machinery’ lies
hidden from view (see Figure 6), direct observation
of the mechanics of speech production requires
technology, creativity, or both. And any potential
solution to the problem of observation cannot disrupt
natural articulation too extensively if its results are
to be useful in understanding natural production
of speech. The challenge, therefore, is to investigate
aspects of speech articulation accurately and to a high
level of detail, while keeping interference with the
speaker’s normal production as minor as possible.

Various techniques have been developed that
manage to satisfy these requirements, spanning from
the broadly applicable to the highly specialized. Elec-
tromyography (EMG), for instance, allows researchers
to measure directly the activity of muscles within the
vocal tract during articulation via surface or inserted
pin electrodes.30 These recordings have broad applica-
tions in articulatory phonetics, from determining the
relative timing of tongue movements during syllable

FIGURE 6 | A sagittal view of the human
vocal tract showing the main speech
articulators as labeled. (Reprinted with
permission from Ref. 70 Copyright 2001
Blackwell Publishers Inc.)
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production to measures of pulmonary function from
activity in speakers’ diaphragms to examining tone
production strategies via raising and lowering of
speakers’ larynxes. EMG electrode placement can sig-
nificantly impact articulation, however, which does
impose limits on its use. More specialized techniques
are typically still more disruptive of typical speech
production, but interfere minimally with their partic-
ular investigational target. In transillumination of the
glottis, for example, a bundle of fiberoptic lights is
fed through a speaker’s nose until the light source is
positioned just above their larynx.31 A light-sensitive
photocell is then placed on the neck just below the
glottis to detect the amount of light passing through
the vocal folds at any given moment, which corre-
lates directly with the size of glottal opening over
time. Although transillumination is clearly not an
ideal method to study the majority of speech artic-
ulation, it nevertheless provides a highly accurate
measure of various glottal states during speech pro-
duction.

Perhaps the most currently celebrated articula-
tory phonetics methods are also the least disruptive to
speakers’ natural articulation. Simply filming speech
production in real-time via X-ray provided an excel-
lent, complete view of unobstructed articulation, but
for health and safety reasons can no longer be
used to collect new data.32 Methods such as X-ray
microbeam and Electromagnetic Mid-Sagittal Artic-
ulometer (EMMA) tracking attempt to approximate
that ‘X-ray vision’ by recording the movements of
speech articulators in real-time through other means.
The former uses a tiny stream of X-ray energy aimed
at radio-opaque pellets attached to a speaker’s lips,
teeth, and tongue to monitor the movements of the
shadows created by the pellets as the speaker talks.
The latter, EMMA, generates similar positional data
for the speech organs by focusing alternating mag-
netic fields on a speaker and monitoring the voltage
induced in small electromagnetic coils attached to
speaker’s articulators as they move through the fields
during speech. Both methods track the movements of
speech articulators despite their inaccessibility to vis-
ible light, providing reliable position-over-time data
that minimally disrupts natural production.33,34 How-
ever, comparison across subjects can be difficult due
to inconsistent placement of tracking points from one
subject to another and simple anatomical differences
between subjects.

Ultrasound provides another, even less disrup-
tive, articulatory phonetics technique that has been
gaining popularity in recent years (e.g., Refs 35,36).
Using portable machinery that does nothing more
invasive than send sound waves through a speaker’s

tissue and monitor their reflections, speech scientists
can track movements of the tongue body, tongue
root, and pharynx that even X-ray microbeam and
EMMA cannot capture, as these articulators are all
but completely manually inaccessible. By placing an
ultrasound wand at the juncture of the head and
neck below the jaw, however, images of the tongue
from its root in the larynx to its tip can be viewed
in real-time during speech production, with virtually
no interference to the speech act itself. The tracking
cannot extend beyond cavities of open air, making
this method inappropriate for studies of precise place
of articulation against the hard palate or of velum
movements, for example, but these are areas in which
X-ray microbeam and EMMA excel. The data recently
captured using these techniques are beginning to give
speech scientists a more complete picture of speech
articulation than ever before.

Impact on the Search for Phonemes
Unfortunately for phoneme-based theories of speech
production and planning, the results of recent articu-
latory studies of speech errors do not seem to paint a
compatible picture. As discussed above, the categor-
ical nature of speech errors has served as important
support for the use of phonemic units in speech pro-
duction. Goldstein, Pouplier, and their colleagues,
however, used EMMA to track speakers’ production
of errors in a repetition task similar to a tongue
twister. Confirming earlier suspicious (e.g., Ref 25),
they found that while speakers’ articulation some-
times followed a categorically ‘correct’ or ‘errorful’
gestural pattern, it was more frequently somewhere
between two opposing articulations. In these cases,
small ‘incorrect’ movements of the articulators would
intrude upon the target speech gesture, both gestures
would be executed simultaneously, or the errorful
gesture would completely overshadow the target artic-
ulation. Only the latter reliably resulted in the acoustic
percept of a speech error.37 As Goldstein and Pouplier
point out, such non-categorical, gradient speech errors
cannot constitute support for discrete phonemic units
in speech planning.

Importantly, this finding was not isolated in the
articulatory phonetics literature: speakers frequently
appear to execute articulatory movements that do
not result in any acoustic consequences. Specifically,
X-ray microbeam tracking of speakers’ tongue tip,
tongue dorsum, and lip closures during casual pro-
nunciation of phrases such as perfect memory reveals
that speakers raise their tongue tips for [t]-closure,
despite the fact that the preceding [k] and following
[m] typically obscure the acoustic realization of the
[t] completely.38 Although they could minimize their
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articulatory effort by not articulating the [t] where
it will not be heard, speakers faithfully proceed with
their complete articulation, even in casual speech.

Beyond the Phoneme
So far we have seen that, while technological,
methodological and theoretical advances have enabled
speech scientists to understand the speech signal and
its physical production better than ever before, the
underlying source of spoken language’s systematic
nature remains largely mysterious. New research
questions continue to be formulated, however, using
results that were problematic under old hypotheses
to motivate new theories and new approaches to the
study of speech production.

The theory of ‘Articulatory Phonology’ stands
as a prominent example; its proponents took the
combination of gradient speech error data, speakers’
faithfulness to articulation despite varying means of
acoustic transmission, and the lack of invariant acous-
tic speech cues as converging evidence that speech
is composed of articulatory, rather than acoustic,
fundamental units that contain explicit and detailed
temporal structure.8,38 Under this theory, linguistic
invariants are underlyingly motor-based articulatory
gestures which specify the degree and location of con-
strictions in the vocal tract and delineate a certain
amount of time relative to other gestures for their
execution. Constellations of these gestures, related
in time, constitute syllables and words without ref-
erence to strictly sequential segmental or phonemic
units. Speech perception, then, consists of deter-
mining the speech gestures and timing responsi-
ble for creating a received acoustic signal, possibly
through extension of experiential mapping between
the perceiver’s own gestures and their acoustic con-
sequences, as in Liberman and Mattingly’s Motor
Theory of Speech Perception7 or Fowler’s Direct Real-
ist approach.39 Recent evidence from neuroscience
may provide a biological mechanism for this process40

(see ‘Neurobiological Evidence—Mirror Neurons,’
below).

And although researchers like Stevens continued
to focus on speech acoustics as opposed to articu-
lation, the separate lines of inquiry actually appear
to be converging on the same fundamental solution
to the invariance problem. The most recent instanti-
ation of Stevens’ theory posits that some distinctive
phonological features are represented by sets of redun-
dant invariant acoustic cues, only a subset of which
are necessary for recognition in any single token.
As Stevens recently wrote, however, the distinction
between this most recent feature-based account and

theories of speech based on gestures may no longer be
clear:

The acoustic cues that are used to identify the
underlying distinctive features are cues that provide
evidence for the gestures that produced the acoustic
pattern. This view that a listener focuses on acoustic
cues that provide evidence for articulatory gestures
suggests a close link between the perceptually relevant
aspects of the acoustic pattern for a distinctive feature
in speech and the articulatory gestures that give rise
to this pattern.

(Ref 10, p. 142)

Just as in speech perception research, however,
some speech production scientists are beginning to
wonder if the invariance question was even the right
question to be asked in the first place. In the spirit of
Lindblom’s hyper-articulation and hypo-articulation
theory41 (see ‘Perception-Driven Adaptation in Speech
Production,’ below), these researchers have begun
investigating control and variability in production as
a means of pinning down the nature of the underlying
system. Speakers are asked to produce the same
sentence in various contextual scenarios such that
a target elicited word occurs as the main element of
focus, as a carrier of stress, as a largely unstressed
element, and as though a particular component of
the word was misheard (e.g., in an exchange such
as ‘Boy?’ ‘No, toy’), while their articulation and
speech acoustics are recorded. Then the data are
examined for regularities. If the lengths of onset
consonants and following vowels remain constant
across emphasized, focused, stressed, and unstressed
conditions, for example, that relationship may be
specified in the representation of syllables, whereas
the absolute closure and vocalic durations vary
freely and therefore must not be subject to linguistic
constraint. Research of this type seeks to determine
the articulatory variables under active, regular control
and which (if any) are mere derivatives or side effects
of deliberate actions.42–44

Conclusion—Speech Production
Despite targeting a directly observable, overt linguistic
behavior, speech production research has had no more
success than its complement in speech perception
at discovering decisive answers to the foundational
questions of linguistic representational structure or the
processes governing spoken language use. Due to the
joint endeavors of acoustic and articulatory phonetics,
our understanding of the nature of the acoustic
speech signal and how it is produced has increased
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tremendously, and each new discovery points to new
questions. If the basic units of speech are gesture-
based, what methods and strategies do listeners use
in order to perceive them from acoustics? Are there
testable differences between acoustic and articulatory
theories of representation? What aspects of speech
production are under demonstrable active control,
and how do the many components of the linguistic
and biological systems work together across speakers
and social and linguistic contexts? Although new lines
of inquiry are promising, speech production research
seems to have only begun to scratch the surface of the
complexities of speech communication.

SPEECH PERCEPTION AND
PRODUCTION LINKS

As Roger Moore recently pointed out, the nature
of the standard scientific method is such that ‘it
leads inevitably to greater and greater knowledge
about smaller and smaller aspects of a problem’
(Ref. 45, p. 419). Speech scientists followed good
scientific practice when they effectively split the
speech communication problem, one of the most
complex behaviors of a highly complex species, into
more manageable chunks. And the perceptual and
productive aspects of speech each provided enough
of a challenge, as we have seen, that researchers had
plenty to work on without adding anything. Yet we
have also seen that neither discipline on its own has
been able to answer fundamental questions regarding
linguistic knowledge, representation, and processing.

Although the scientific method serves to separate
aspects of a phenomenon, the ultimate goal of any
scientific enterprise is to unify individual discoveries,
uncovering connections and regularities that were
previously hidden.46 One of the great scientific
breakthroughs of the 19th century, for example,
brought together the physics of electricity and
magnetism, previously separate fields, and revealed
them to be variations of the same basic underlying
principles. Similarly, where research isolated to either
speech perception or production has failed to find
success, progress may lie in the unification of the
disciplines. And unlike electricity and magnetism the
a priori connection between speech perception and
speech production is clear: they are two sides of
the same process, two links in Denes and Pinson’s
famous ‘speech chain’.47 Moreover, information
theory demands that whatever signals generated in
speech production match those received in perception,
a criteria known as ‘signal parity’ which must be met
for successful communication to take place; therefore,

the two processes must at some point even deal in the
same linguistic currency.48

In this final section, we will discuss theories
and experimental evidence that highlight the deep,
inherent links between speech perception and pro-
duction. Perhaps by bringing together the insights
achieved within each separate line of inquiry, the
recent evidence pointing to the nature of the con-
nection between them, and several theories of how
they may work together in speech communication, we
can point to where the most exciting new research
questions lie in the future.

Early Evidence—Audiovisual Speech
Perception
Lurking behind the idea that speech perception and
production may be viewed as parts of a unified speech
communication process is the assumption that speech
consists of more than just acoustic patterns and motor
plans that happen to coincide. Rather, the currency
of speech must somehow combine the domains of
perception and production, satisfying the criterion of
signal parity discussed above. Researchers such as
Kluender, Diehl, and colleagues take the former, more
‘separatist’ stance, believing that speech is processed
by listeners like any other acoustic signal, without
input from or reference to complementary production
systems.49,50 Much of the research described in this
section runs counter to such a ‘general auditory’
view, but none so directly challenges its fundamental
assumptions as the phenomenon of audiovisual speech
perception.

The typical view of speech, fully embraced
thus far here, puts audition and acoustics at the
fore. However, visual and other sensory cues also
play important roles in the perception of a speech
signal, augmenting or occasionally even overriding
a listener’s auditory input. Very early in speech
perception research, Sumby and Pollack showed that
simply seeing a speaker’s face during communication
in background noise can provide listeners with massive
gains in speech intelligibility, with no change in
the acoustic signal.51 Similarly, it has been well
documented that access to a speaker’s facial dynamics
improves the accuracy and ease of speech perception
for listeners with mild to more severe types of
hearing loss52 and even deaf listeners with cochlear
implants.53,54 Perhaps no phenomenon demonstrates
this multimodal integration as clearly or has attracted
more attention in the field than the effect reported by
McGurk and MacDonald in 1976.55 When listeners
receive simultaneous, mismatching visual and auditory
speech input, such as a face articulating the syllable
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ba paired with the acoustics for ga, they typically
experience a unified percept da that appears to
combine features of both signals while matching
neither. In cases of a closer match—between visual
va and auditory ba, for example—listeners tend to
perceive va, adhering to the visual rather than auditory
signal. The effect is robust even when listeners are
aware of the mismatch, and has been observed with
conflicting tactile rather than visual input56 and with
pre-lingual infants.57 As these last cases show, the
effect cannot be due to extensive experience linking
visual and auditory speech information. Instead,
the McGurk effect and the intelligibility benefits of
audiovisual speech perception provide strong evidence
for the inherently multimodal nature of speech
processing, contrary to a ‘general auditory’ view. As
a whole, the audiovisual speech perception evidence
supports the assumptions which make possible the
discussion of evidence for links between speech
perception and production below.

Phonetic Convergence
Recent work by Pardo builds on the literature of
linguistic ‘alignment’ to find further evidence of an
active link between speech perception and production
in ‘real-time,’ typical communicative tasks. She had
pairs of speakers play a communication game called
the ‘map task,’ where they must cooperate to copy
a path marked on one speaker’s map to the other’s
blank map without seeing one another. The speakers
refer repeatedly to certain landmarks on the map,
and Pardo examined their productions of these target
words over time. She asked naive listeners to compare
a word from one speaker at both the beginning
and end of the game with a single recording of the
same word said by the other speaker. Consistently
across pairs, she found that the recordings from
the end of the task were judged to be more similar
than those from the beginning. Previous studies have
shown that speakers may align in their patterns of
intonation,58 for example, but Pardo’s are the first
results demonstrating such alignment at the phonetic
level in an ecologically valid speech setting.

This ‘phonetic convergence’ phenomenon defies
explanation unless the processes of speech percep-
tion and subsequent production are somehow linked
within an individual. Otherwise, what a speaker hears
his or her partner say could not affect subsequent
productions. Further implications of the convergence
phenomenon become apparent in light of the cate-
gorical perception literature described in ‘Categorical
Perception Effects’ above. In these robust speech per-
ception experiments, listeners appear to be unable to

reliably detect differences in acoustic realization of
particular segments.9 Yet the convergence observed in
Pardo’s work seems to operate at the sub-phonemic
level, affecting subtle changes within linguistic cat-
egories (i.e., convergence results do not depend on
whole-segment substitutions, but much more fine-
grained effects).

As Pardo’s results show, the examination of links
between speech perception and production has already
pointed toward new answers to some old questions.
Perhaps we do not understand categorical perception
effects as well as we thought—if the speech listeners
hear can have these gradient within-category effects
on their own speech production, then why is it that
they cannot access these details in the discrimination
tasks of classic categorical perception experiments?
And what are the impacts of the answer for various
representational theories of speech?

Perception-Driven Adaptation in Speech
Production
Despite the typical separation between speech percep-
tion and production, the idea that the two processes
interact or are coupled within individual speakers
is not new. In 1990, Björn Lindblom introduced
his ‘hyper-articulation and hypo-articulation’ (H&H)
theory, which postulated that speakers’ production
of speech is subject to two conflicting forces: econ-
omy of effort and communicative contrast.41 The
first pressures speech to be ‘hypo-articulated,’ with
maximally reduced articulatory movements and max-
imal overlap between movements. In keeping with
the theory’s roots in speech production research, this
force stems from a speaker’s motor system. The con-
trasting pressure for communicative distinctiveness
pushes speakers toward ‘hyper-articulated’ speech,
executed so as to be maximally clear and intelligi-
ble, with minimal co-articulatory overlap. Crucially,
this force stems from listener-oriented motivation. Cir-
cumstances that make listeners less likely to correctly
perceive a speaker’s intended message—ranging from
physical factors like presence of background noise, to
psychological factors such as the lexical neighborhood
density of a target word, to social factors such as a
lack of shared background between the speaker and
listener—cause speakers to hyper-articulate, expend-
ing greater articulatory effort to ensure transmission
of their linguistic message.

For nearly a hundred years, speech scientists
have known that physical conditions such as
background noise affect speakers’ production. As Lane
and Tranel neatly summarized, a series of experiments
stemming from the work of Etienne Lombard in
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1911 unequivocally showed that the presence of
background noise causes speakers not only to raise
the level of their speech relative to the amplitude of
the noise, but also to alter their articulation style in
ways similar to those predicted by H&H theory.59

No matter the eventual status of H&H theory in all
its facets, this ‘Lombard Speech’ effect empirically
demonstrates a real and immediate link between what
speakers are hearing and the speech they produce.
As even this very early work demonstrates, speech
production does not operate in a vacuum, free from
the influences of its perceptual counterpart; the two
processes are coupled and closely linked.

Much more recent experimental work has
demonstrated that speakers’ perception of their own
speech can be subject to direct manipulation, as
opposed to the more passive introduction of noise used
in inducing Lombard speech, and that the resulting
changes in production are immediate and extremely
powerful. In one experiment conducted by Houde and
Jordan, for example, speakers repeatedly produced
a target vowel [ε], as in bed, while hearing their
speech only through headphones. The researchers
ran the speech through a signal processing program
which calculated the formant frequencies of the
vowel and shifted them incrementally toward the
frequencies characteristic of [æ], raising the first
formant and lowering the second. Speakers were
completely unaware of the real-time alteration of the
acoustics corresponding to their speech production,
but they incrementally shifted their articulation of
[ε] to compensate for the researchers’ manipulation:
they began producing lower first formants and higher
second formants. This compensation was so dramatic
that speakers who began by producing [ε] ended the
experiment by saying vowels much closer to [i] (when
heard outside the formant-shifting influence of the
manipulation).60

Houde, Jordan, and other researchers working
in this paradigm point out that such ‘sensorimotor
adaptation’ phenomena demonstrate an extremely
powerful and constantly active feedback system in
operation during speech production.61,62 Apparently,
a speaker’s perception of his or her own speech plays a
significant role in the planning and execution of future
speech production.

The Role of Feedback—Modeling Spoken
Language Use
In his influential theory of speech production planning
and execution, Levelt makes explicit use of such
perceptual feedback systems in production.63 In
contrast to Lindblom’s H&H theory, Levelt’s model
(WEAVER++) was designed primarily to provide

an account of how lexical items are selected from
memory and translated into articulation, along with
how failures in the system might result in typical
speech errors. In Levelt’s model, speakers’ perception
of their own speech allows them to monitor for errors
and execute repairs. The model goes a step further,
however, to posit another feedback loop entirely
internal to the speaker, based on their experience
with mappings between articulation and acoustics.

According to Levelt’s model, then, for any given
utterance a speaker has several levels of verification
and feedback. If, for example, a speaker decides to
say the word day the underlying representation of
the lexical item is selected and prepared for articu-
lation, presumably following the various steps of the
model not directly relevant here. Once the articula-
tion has been planned, the same ‘orders’ are sent to
both the real speech organs and a mental emulator or
‘synthesizer’ of the speaker’s vocal tract. This emu-
lator generates the acoustics that would be expected
from the articulatory instructions it received, based on
the speaker’s past experience with the mapping. The
expected acoustics feed back to the underlying repre-
sentation of day to check for a match with remembered
instances of the word. Simultaneous to this process,
the articulators are actually executing their move-
ments and generating acoustics. That signal enters
the speaker’s auditory pathway, where the resulting
speech percept feeds back to the same underlying
representation, once again checking for a match.

Such a system may seem redundant, but each
component has important properties. As Moore points
out for his own model (see below), internal feedback
loops of the type described in Levelt’s work allow
speakers to repair errors much more quickly than
reliance on external feedback would permit, which
translates to significant evolutionary advantages.45

Without external loops backing up the internal sys-
tems, however, speakers might miss changes to their
speech imposed by physical conditions (e.g., noise).
Certainly the adaptation observed in Houde and Jor-
dan’s work demonstrates active external feedback
control over speech production: only an external loop
could catch the disparity between the acoustics a
speaker actually perceives and his or her underlying
representation. And indeed, similar feedback-reliant
models have been proposed as the underpinnings of
non-speech movements such as reaching.64

As suggested above, Moore has recently pro-
posed a model of speech communication that also
incorporates multiple feedback loops, both internal
and external.45 His Predictive Sensorimotor Con-
trol and Emulation (PRESENCE) model goes far
beyond the specifications of Levelt’s production
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model, however, to incorporate additional feedback
loops that allow the speaker to emulate the listener’s
emulation of the speaker, and active roles for tradi-
tionally ‘extra-linguistic’ systems such as the speaker’s
affective or emotional state. In designing his model,
Moore attempts to take the first step in what he
argues is the necessary unification of not just research
on speech perception and production, but the work
related to speech in many other fields as well, such as
neuroscience, automated speech recognition, text-to-
speech synthesis, and biology, to name just a few.45

Perhaps most fundamental to our discussion
here, however, is the role of productive emula-
tion or feedback during speech perception in the
model. Where Levelt’s model deals primarily with
speech production, Moore’s PRESENCE incorporates
both speech perception and production, deliberately
emphasizing their interdependence and mutually con-
straining relationship. According to his model, speech
perception takes place with the aid of listener-internal
emulation of the acoustic-to-articulatory mapping
potentially responsible for the received signal. As
Moore puts it, speech perception in his model is
essentially a revisiting of the idea of ‘recognition-by-
synthesis’ (e.g., Ref 65), whereas speech production is
(as in Levelt) ‘synthesis by recognition.’

Neurobiological Evidence—Mirror Neurons
The experimental evidence we considered above
suggests pervasive links between what listeners hear
and the speech they produce. Conversational partners
converge in their production of within-category
phonetic detail, speakers alter their speech styles
in adverse listening conditions, and manipulation
of speakers’ acoustic feedback from their own
speech can dramatically change the speech they
produce in response. As we also considered, various
theoretical models of spoken language use have
been proposed to account for these phenomena and
the observed perceptual and productive links. Until
recently, however, very little neurobiological evidence
supported these proposals. The idea of a speaker-
internal vocal tract emulator, for instance, seemed
highly implausible to many speech scientists; how
would the brain possibly implement such a structure?

Cortical populations of newly discovered ‘mirror
neurons,’ however, seem to provide a plausible
neural substrate for proposals of direct, automatic,
and pervasive links between speech perception and
production. These neurons ‘mirror’ in the sense
that they fire both when a person performs an
action themselves and when they perceive someone
else performing the same action, either visually or

through some other (auditory, tactile) perceptual
mode. Human mirror neuron populations appear
to be clustered in several cortical areas, including
the pre-frontal cortex, which is often implicated in
behavioral inhibition and other executive function,
and areas typically recognized as centers of speech
processing, such as Broca’s area (for in-depth review
of the literature and implications, see Ref 66).

Neurons which physically equate (or at least
directly link) an actor’s production and perception
of a specific action have definite implications for
theories linking speech perception and production:
they provide a potential biological mechanism.
The internal feedback emulators hypothesized most
recently by Levelt and Moore could potentially be
realized in mirror neuron populations, which would
emulate articulatory-to-acoustic mappings (and vice
versa) via their mutual sensitivity to both processes
and their connectivity to both sensory and motor
areas. Regardless of their specific applicability to
Levelt and Moore’s models, however, these neurons
do appear to be active during speech perception, as one
study using Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS)
demonstrates elegantly. TMS allows researchers to
temporarily either attenuate or elevate the background
activation of a specific brain area, respectively
inducing a state similar to the brain damage caused
by a stroke or lesion or making it so that any
slight increase in the activity of the area causes overt
behavior when its consequences would not normally
be observable. The later excitation technique was used
by Fadiga and colleagues, who raised the background
activity of specific motor areas controlling the tongue
tip. When the ‘excited’ subjects then listened to
speech containing consonants which curled the tongue
upward, their tongues twitched correspondingly.67

Perceiving the speech caused activation of the motor
plans that would be used in producing the same
speech—direct evidence of the link between speech
perception and production.

Perception/Production Links—Conclusion
Clearly, the links between speech perception and
production are inherent in our use of spoken lan-
guage. They are active during typical speech per-
ception (TMS mirror neuron study), are extremely
powerful, automatic and rapid (sensorimotor adap-
tation), and influence even highly ecologically valid
communication tasks (phonetic convergence). Spoken
language processing, therefore, seems to represent a
linking of sensory and motor control systems, as the
pervasive effects of visual input on speech percep-
tion suggest. Indeed, speech perception cannot be
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just sensory interpretation and speech production
cannot be just motor execution. Rather, both pro-
cesses draw on common resources, using them in
tandem to accomplish remarkable tasks such as gen-
eralization from talker to talker and acquiring new
lexical items. As new information regarding these
links comes to light, models such as Lindblom’s H&H,
Levelt’s WEAVER++, and Moore’s PRESENCE will
both develop greater reflection of the actual capa-
bilities of language users (simultaneous speakers and
listeners) and be subject to greater constraint in their
hypotheses and mechanisms. And hopefully, theory
and experimental evidence will converge to discover
how speech perception and production interact in the
highly complex act of vocal communication.

CONCLUSIONS
Despite the strong intuitions and theoretical tradi-
tions of linguists, psychologists, and speech scientists,
spoken language does not appear to straightfor-
wardly consist of linear sequences of discrete, idealized
abstract, context-free symbols such as phonemes or
segments. This discovery begs the question, however;
how does speech convey equivalent information across
talkers, dialects, and contexts? And how do language
users mentally represent both the variability and con-
stancy in the speech they hear?

New directions in research on speech percep-
tion include theories of exemplar-based representation
of speech and experiments designed to discover the
specificity, generalized application, and flexibility of
listeners’ perceptual representations. Efforts to focus
on more ecologically valid tasks such as spoken
word recognition also promise fruitful progress in
coming years, particularly those which provide tests
of theoretical and computational models. In speech
production, meanwhile, the apparent convergence of
acoustic and articulatory theories of representation
points to the emerging potential for exciting new
lines of research combining their individual successes.
At the same time, more and more speech scientists
are turning their research efforts toward variability
in speech, and what patterns of variation can reveal
about speakers’ language-motivated control and lin-
guistic knowledge.

Perhaps the greatest potential for progress and
discovery, however, lies in continuing to explore
the behavioral and neurobiological links between
speech perception and production. Although made
separate by practical and conventional scientific con-
siderations, these two processes are inherently and
intimately coupled, and it seems that we will never
truly be able to understand the human capacity for
spoken communication until they have been concep-
tually reunited.
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